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10 Ways to Screw Up an Ad Campaign is a practical, no-nonsense guide to avoiding the most common pitfalls. Written
for the small business, professional practitioners.

Meanwhile, paid search CPCs are at all-time highs in established markets. Organic reach in social media? Half
of all content gets zero shares, and less than 0. Additionally, the typical internet marketing conversion rate is
less than 1 percent. Many people believe content marketing is basically a three-step process: Share your
content on social networks Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. People buy your stuff. This almost never
happens. Most content goes nowhere. So is there a more reliable way to increase leads and sales with content?
Social media ads provide the most scalable content promotion and are proven to turn visitors into leads and
customers. And the best part? A better, more realistic process for content marketing would look like this:
Produce content and share it on social media. Selectively promote your top content on social media. Build
your remarketing audience by tagging site visitors with a cookie. Apply behavioral and demographic filters on
your audience. Capture qualified leads or sale. You can use the following 10 Twitter and Facebook advertising
hacks as a catalyst to get more eyeballs on your content, or as an accelerant to create an even larger traffic
explosion. Facebook calls their version a "Relevancy Score": While Twitter calls theirs a "Quality Adjusted
Bid": Whatever you call it, Quality Score is a crucial metric. You can increase your quality score for Twitter
and Facebook by increasing your post engagement rates. How do you increase engagement rates? Promote
your best content â€” your unicorns the top percent that performs better than all your other content vs. Post
lots of stuff organically to Twitter and use Twitter Analytics to see which content gets the most engagement.
Post your top stuff from Twitter organically to LinkedIn and Facebook. Again, track which posts get the most
traction. Pay to promote the unicorns on Facebook and Twitter. The key to paid social media ads is to be
picky. Cast a narrow net and maximize those engagement rates. They all have different incomes, interests,
values, and preferences. For example, by targeting fans of Donald Trump, people with social media marketing
job titles, NRA members, and the hashtag NeverHillary and excluding Democrats, fans of Hillary Clinton, and
the hashtag neverTrump , this tweet for an Inc. Keyword targeting and other audience targeting methods help
turn average ads into unicorns. I have no idea. You have to pay for every user engagement whether someone
views your profile, expands your image, expands your tweet from the tweet stream, or clicks on a hashtag. For
example, when you run a Twitter followers campaign you only pay when someone follows you. Promote
Unicorn Video Ads! Shoppers who view videos are more likely to remember you, and buy from you. A couple
quick tips for success: Promote videos that have performed the best i. Make sure people can understand your
video without hearing it â€” an amazing 85 percent of Facebook videos are watched without sound, according
to Digiday. Make it memorable, try to keep it short, and target the right audience. A while back I wrote an
article that asked: To promote the article on Twitter, I used their tailored audiences feature to target key
influencers. The very same day, Business Insider asked for permission to publish the story. So I promoted that
version of the article to influencers using tailored audiences. An hour later, a Fox News producer emailed me.
Look where I found myself: The awesome power of custom audiences resulted in additional live interviews
with major news outlets including the BBC, high-value press pickups and links, massive brand exposure, ,
visits to the WordStream site, and a new business relationship with Facebook. This is just one example of
identity-based marketing using social media ads. Post content on Medium or LinkedIn. New content is fine,
but repurposing your content is a better strategy. This will give a whole new audience a chance to discover and
consume your existing content. You can also promote your existing content on sites like Hacker News, Reddit,
or Digg. Getting upvotes can create valuable exposure that will send tons of traffic to your existing content.
For a minimal investment, you can get some serious exposure and traffic! Optimize for Engagement for
Insanely Awesome SEO RankBrain is an AI machine learning system, which Google is now using to better
understand search queries, especially queries Google has never seen before an estimated 15 percent of all
queries. More clicks and conversions. Better organic search rankings. Even more clicks and conversions. Use
social media ads to build brand recognition and double your organic search click-through and conversion
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rates! Social Media Remarketing Social media remarketing, on average, will boost engagement by 3x and
increase conversion rates by 2x, all while cutting your costs by a third. So make the most of it! Use social
media remarketing to push your hard offers, such as sign-ups, consultations, and downloads. Combine
Everything With Super Remarketing Super remarketing is the awesome combination of remarketing,
demographics, behaviors, and high engagement content. Behavior and interest targeting: These are the people
interested in your stuff. These are the people who have recently checked our your stuff. These are the people
who can afford to buy your stuff. Now you need to target your paid social ads to a narrow audience that meets
all three criteria using your high engagement unicorns. RLSA is incredibly powerful. You can target
customized search ads only to people who have recently visited your site when they search on Google. It
increases click-through and conversion rates by 3x and also reduces cost-per-click by a third. This is where
social ads come in. Social ads will help more people become familiar with your brand. Social ads are cheap
way to start the process of biasing people towards you. Although they may not need what you sell now, later
when the need arises, people will either do a branded search for your stuff, or do an unbranded search but click
on you because they remember your memorable or inspirational content. If your content marketing efforts are
struggling, then these ridiculously powerful Twitter and Facebook advertising hacks will turn your content
donkeys into unicorns! See the infographic below for a handy summary of these social media advertising tips:
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'10 Ways to Screw Up an Ad Campaign' is a practical, no-nonsense guide to avoiding the most common pitfalls.
Coverage includes: how to find the best agency or advertiser for your business, how to craft successful promotions,
stretching your ad budget, and avoiding costly mistakes.

Okay, maybe I just tried it once. I ran an ad for an iPhone app I had get more users for. I was probably doing it
all wrong. One day in March, I came across someone selling a course about how to make money selling your
own t-shirts online. This seller was your typical internet marketer. He said how easy it was. He made it seem
like anyone could do it. He knew how to sell. So my eyes got big and I dreamt about the money I could earn if
I sold my own designs. Selling t-shirts had been on my mind for many years. I just never thought I could make
that much money from it. I bought the course, which was really cheap. The course was just okay, but I knew
nothing, so anything was a step up. Soon I had my first t-shirt design uploaded and ready to sell. I created it
myself with basic Photoshop skills. I created an ad and started running a Facebook ad campaign. It was a way
to test out the design and buyers. Still, I was interested in this. I liked the process. I joined a couple Facebook
groups to talk and learn from other people. Some were just beginning, some were having success, and some
were still struggling. The next 20 designs and ad campaigns failed. The highest I got was three shirts. I thought
I had an amazing design and was targeting the right audience. The reason I needed ten orders is because the
website I was using to print and ship these shirts is Teespring. They make it easy for anyone to sell shirts. Just
upload a design, set your price, and if at least 10 shirts are ordered, then the shirts get printed and shipped.
They just send you money. So no upfront costs and no need to keep any inventory. Twenty-one failures
proved that. I tried selling shirts to dog lovers, coffee lovers, hot sauce lovers, lawyers and more. It would
have been easy to quit after so many failures. Finally on the 22nd campaign I had a winning design. It was
stupidly simple. It was just a cute message I found on Instagram and targeted toward pediatric nurses. It took
less than five minutes to create it in Photoshop. After the campaign ended seven days later, I had sold 17
shirts. It took a few more failures before I had another successful design â€” it sold 32 shirts. Here is that shirt.
As you can see, I was targeting butchers. Seeing success made me even more obsessed about this. I stayed up
late to research ideas and work on new campaigns. I learned through trial and error. I carried a Moleskin
notebook around all day and wrote down t-shirt ideas. First thing in the morning I would check how the
overnight sales. After my first full month, I just about broke even. Some people might be discouraged, but I
was glad I broke even. In the month of May, I kept working hard. I was flat out obsessed with it. All my free
time was spent on this. Because I was trying to find the right audience and sell them the right design, I had
more failed campaigns than winning ones. But the winning campaigns were massive. I had my tipping point
The month of May I was finally profitable. I was selling designs that my customers wanted. All the struggling
I had before was finally turning around. All the hard work I put in was now starting to show me massive
results. The month of May was my tipping point. How well has it done? However, I do have advertising costs.
Without spending money on advertising, no one would know about my shirts. Better than my apps, believe it
or not. The numbers are staggering to me still. Not everyone selling shirts online is making this kind of
money. There are tons of people still struggling. I put in as much time into the business as ever before. Will I
get back to it? I started off as a beginner with dreams to make money selling t-shirts. And if you doubt my
earnings for any reason, then feel free to click the back button now or close this site. I have no interest in
making up numbers. I want to share what helped me go from just starting out to seeing success so you can
apply it to whatever it is you want to do. I know people who are designing and selling shirts full time. Some of
them are doing this on the side and earning thousands a month in profit. Then there are people making way
more money than I am. Like learning this type of stuff? When I went through idea after idea about what type
of business I wanted to start many years ago so I could leave my job, a t-shirt business was one. This was back
in and I was living Taipei, reading about what I needed to print my own shirts. Maybe I could find a local
printer, but I would need a minimum number of orders. I looked into buying my own printing press and doing
it in my garage. There were websites like Cafepress. The profit margins seemed so low, though. I got
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introduced to a great shirt printing company from another blogger. I made the design myself in Photoshop and
ordered 50 shirts. When I got them, it was a great feeling to hold these shirts in my hand. I began promoting it
on the blog and got excited when people bought. Still, the dream of selling my own t-shirt designs to people
who wanted them was always on my mind. Plenty of people are making money because of the internet. They
may be selling books, hand-made crafts, professional services, consulting gigs, etc. Starting is the easiest part I
think, but so many people use this excuse. It can feel overwhelming knowing nothing, but wanting to know it
all. Very helpful to learn anything. When I began, I never thought that. Screw up a lot You would laugh if you
saw some of the t-shirts I tried to sell. They were learning experiences. Mistakes taught me something every
time. My first campaign was a dud. So were the next Too many people want everything to go perfectly. They
want the very first business they start to be a huge success. They want the first book they write to be a best
seller.
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10 Ways to Screw Up an Ad Campaign is a practical, no-nonsense guide to avoiding the most common pitfalls. Written
for the small business, professional practitioners, and those who work in the advertising field, this book is chock-full of
real life examples, provides readers with a guide to avoiding the most frequently made mistakes in advertising.

With audiences rapidly moving online, the question is no longer ambiguous. The best advertising of the
decade, then, is the product of this shiftâ€”a carefully crafted narrative that tells the story consumers want to
hear before they buy. We know that visual marketing is powerful, but psychologically driven visual marketing
is unstoppable. Take notesâ€”you can use these techniques too. After putting up billboards that asked people
to reassess their perception of female beauty, the campaign gained massive press attention. Campaign for Real
Beauty Campaign. It found global success by creating a community of people who owned a Burberry trench
coat and created a desire to join this community from people who did not yet own one of the iconic jackets.
However, this approach turned women off to purchasing Axe products while making men feel pandered to by
commercials that equated their sexuality with body sprays. Although any company could have unearthed this
market research, the execution was so fun and so simpleâ€”equating body soaps and deodorants to a suave,
sexy football playerâ€”that Old Spice quickly had a viral hit on its hands. Engage in Brand Behavior Red Bull
maintains that sending the Austrian daredevil Felix Baumbartner into space to become the first person to break
the sound barrier without an engine was not meant as an advertisement. To appeal globally, Apple tailored the
videos to the country in which they were broadcast by selecting popular actors whose roles tended to embody
either nerdy or cool: The campaign went viral because of the simplicity, the country-specific tailoring of the
set-up, the fact that the 66 unique shorts were all available online, and, importantly, because the TBWA
agency and Apple found a way to make what amounted to rattling off positive product attributes over a
three-year period feel continually fresh, hilarious, and something the consumer could look forward to or check
out online all within a basic, repeatable template. The game is amazing, everyone loves the game. Harness the
Power of Slogans and Phrasal Templates The Most Interesting Man in the World campaign , which began in ,
also took a different approach to beer advertising: Rather than selling beer as a way to get attractive women to
like you, Dos Equis positioned itself as a conduit to interestingness and distinction. What made it so successful
was the phrase that Jonathan Goldsmith, who played the titular character, employed at the end of every
commercial: But when I do, I prefer Dos Equis. It became not just a beer ad but an internet sensation that
pushed forth the idea that Dos Equis was different and distinguished as well as youthful and web-savvy. A
Light Tone Can Do Wonders How do you make something as inherently dull as automobile insure feel fresh
and interesting? Geico has had a talking Gecko for years and State Farm has used an authoritative, moralistic
voice narrating dire situations, but Progressive took a different route: Casting stand-up comedian Stephanie
Courtney as an over-the-top, overly made-up, bubbly sales assistant named Flo. By upending this notion,
Progressive set itself apart from its competition and now has the most popular advertising campaign in the
insurance market. The young man uses his Tide-to-Go pen to make it disappear and, in doing so, reclaims the
attention of the interviewer. The best advertisements of the decade are, in many ways, beholden to the time in
which they were produced e. Yet the lessons are timeless. New technologies and research capabilities have
made much of this easier and more streamlined, but they have also given consumers higher expectations. Use
these lessons to meet these expectations. Then soar beyond them. Jun 28, More from Inc.
4: 10 Best Social Media Advertising Tips for Content Marketers | WordStream
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.
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The book, 10 Ways to Screw up an Ad Campaign: A Guide to Planning and Creating Advertising That Works [Bulk,
Wholesale, Quantity] ISBN# in Paperback by Cohen, Barry H. may be ordered in bulk quantities.

6: 10 Ways To Screw Up An Ad Campaign | Bookshare
10 Ways To Screw Up An Ad Campaign by Barry H Cohen - 10 Ways to Screw Up an Ad Campaign is a practical,
no-nonsense guide to avoiding the most common pitfalls.

7: Top 15 Ad Campaigns of the 21st Century - Advertising Age
"10 Ways To Screw Up An Ad Campaign" is one of the best business books I've read on the subject of advertising and
marketing. The information that Barry shares is absolutely amazing. It's easy to read and to implement in any business.
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